Abstract-Reduced or bounded power consumption has become a first-order requirement for modern hardware design. As a design progresses and more detailed information becomes available, more accurate power estimations become possible but at the cost of significantly slower simulation speeds. Power simulation that is both sufficiently-accurate and fast would have a positive impact on architecture and design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reduced and/or bounded power dissipation has become a first-order requirement for virtually all engineered systems. Power has become especially important in microprocessors, ranging from the lowest-end embedded processors to the highest-end server processors, due to their ubiquity and tendency to consume a large fraction of any system's power budget. Thus, the better the available tools to predict the power dissipation of a particular design, the better the end-product.
Detailed power simulations using standard EDA tools run extremely slowly, making running full applications virtually impossible. Thus, though the simulator itself may be accurate, the overall results could be inaccurate if what is simulated is not representative. To improve power simulation speeds, spreadsheet power modeling, where the number of times the component is used by a sequence of operations is multiplied by a pre-computed fixed energy consumption per use, is often employed. This technique is, however, inaccurate because it does not account for either timing information or input data.
Detailed power simulations require detailed toggle activity (traditionally generated by RTL simulation) that itself is traditionally slow. The emergence of hardware-accelerated simulation technologies, such as Palladium, Quickturn, or academic projects accelerating computer system simulation [1] , [2] have dramatically sped up the generation of toggle activity, opening up the opportunity to speed up accurate power simulation. To do so, however, requires power models that run at roughly the same speeds and can be tightly integrated into the same hardware-accelerated platforms.
There is a plethora of work [3] - [7] in the area of regressionbased power estimation. Some model cycle-by-cycle power [4] , and others model system-level power [7] , but rarely both. These models are generally too complex to implement on hardware-accelerated platforms.
In this paper, we introduce PrEsto (PoweR ESTimatOr), a new power estimation methodology that systematically generates fast, accurate, easy-to-implement, and resource-efficient power models for FPGA platforms. PrEsto models are intended to generate accurately comparable power estimations, both at the architectural level and design phases, and run fast enough for even software developers to power-tune operating systems and applications.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• The introduction of a systematic method (PrEsto) to automatically generate simple, yet accurate, power models designed to accurately predict cycle-by-cycle power. The models are driven by actual control and data transitions. PrEsto power predictions for LEON3 and ARM Cortex-A8 cores are within 6% of gate-level predictions generated by commercial tools (Sections III, V).
• Efficient FPGA-based implementations of PrEsto models that run several orders of magnitudes faster than gatelevel simulation and at least an order of magnitude faster than software-based architectural power estimation tools while being more accurate (Sections IV, V).
• The introduction and evaluation of FPGA implementations of macromodels that can complement the linear power models for irregular components (Section VI).
II. REDUCING THE COMPLEXITY OF POWER MODELS
Power consumption can be modeled accurately using detailed models with sufficient information. Accelerating SPICE models with FPGAs have been studied [8] , but are impractical for large designs. Ideally, we would like to have power models that are very simple and easy to implement on FPGAs, but still very accurate. The challenge lies in reducing the complexity of detailed power models without sacrificing accuracy.
The power dissipation of a circuit is more sensitive to some primary inputs than others [3] . This observation suggests that the power dissipation of large complex designs, e.g., microprocessors, can be accurately estimated using a small number of key contributor signals. Examples of such signals in a microprocessor include cache read/write and hit/miss signals, pipeline stall signals, etc.
Linear Power Models: Given n signals (s i ) in a module as predictor variables and the power consumption (P m ) of the module as the response variable, the relationship between the response and the predictor variables can be modeled as a linear equation as follows:
where c i is the coefficient of each term, capturing the constant portion (CV 2 f ) of the CMOS dynamic power, P = αCV 2 f . The activity factor, α, is determined by the actual transitions of signals, s i . The predictor variables in Equation (1) include all possible crosses of factors, where a cross is the product of two or more signals, corresponding to certain events within the modules that are only triggered when more than one control signals are asserted. Thus, cross terms are also important. The total number of terms in the equation is 2 n . While more signals and thus more terms in the model will eventually result in a perfect complete equation, having more terms is costly both in terms of computation and storage.
We use three approaches to reduce the complexity of the linear model. First, we reduce the design space by using fewer signals (e.g., high-level signals such as signals at module boundaries). Second, for buses, we further reduce the number of bits by using the Hamming distances from cycle to cycle instead of using individual bits, since bits in buses are unlikely to affect power consumption outside the group. Third, we limit both (i) the maximum number of factors per cross term and (ii) the total number of terms in the linear model. The degree of optimization can be adjusted arbitrarily depending on the complexity of the design, desired accuracy and execution platform resource constraints.
III. AUTOMATIC POWER MODEL GENERATION IN PRESTO
We propose an automated process that can generate and optimize the power models. The algorithm in Figure 1 describes the Automated Power Model Generation (APMG) process for PrEsto. A group of high-level signals (S) and buses (B) are passed in as candidate factors to be used in the power models. There is no restriction on which signals can be candidate factors. Signals available in high-level models or input/output port signals at HDL module boundaries or internal registers keeping state are good choices for candidate factors. Using even gross architectural intuition and filtering out some rarely used signals (e.g., debug ports) from the list of input/output ports significantly helps reducing the runtime and memory requirement of APMG. We run a set of short training runs using detailed tools (e.g., gate-level simulation) and small training benchmarks. D S , D B and D P are arrays of the data of the signals, buses, and power, respectively, populated over time from the training simulation. D S and D B can be multidimensional as they may contain more than one signal/bus. 
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Add more candidate signals to S and B, increase N , or refine training benchmark 12: goto line 2 13: end if 14: end for 15: TotalPowerModel = m PowerModelm The function GenLinearModel in line 2 of the algorithm takes an input formula (without coefficients) and predictor/response variable values as input. It outputs the coefficients for the linear model using linear least squares regression methods. For each module in the design, an input formula is constructed using individual control signals and the Hamming distances (denoted as HD in the algorithm) of buses, including the crosses of the factors, as predictor variables and the power as the response variable. The input formula is shown in a factorized form in line 2. There is also an intercept (constant) term in the input formula. The subscripted B m , S m and P m denote the variables specific to module m. |B m | denotes the number of buses in B m and |S m | denotes the number of signals in S m . If we consider the entire design space including all cross factors, the number of terms in the linear model follows O(2 |Bm|+|Sm| ). Thus, the complexity grows exponentially with the number of buses and signals given.
To bound the complexity and to make FPGA implementation practical, we limit the number of factors allowed to form a cross in a term. For all terms that have two or more HD factors, additional multiplication operations that cost FPGA resources will be required, whereas one bit control signals are more cost-effective to use. For all the experiments shown in this paper, we limited the cross factors to a three-way product consisting of at most one bus HD and at most two control signals as shown in the input formula (line 2). A typical term in the linear model will have the form of c · HD(b i ) · s j · s k , where c is the coefficient. By limiting the cross factors, the complexity of the model is reduced to O(|B m | · |S m | 2 ). This restriction can be adjusted to achieve better accuracy if FPGA resources and APMG runtimes permit.
APMG further attempts to reduce the number of terms in the linear model and thus reduce the complexity by keeping only the terms with larger potential values. Since terms with an HD component should weigh the coefficients more heavily, we calculate the maximum value of each term as the absolute value of the coefficient(t.c) multiplied by the maximum HD of the bus component in that term (t.b) (line 4), and then select the top N terms that have greatest maximum values where N is specified as a parameter (lines 6-7). A larger value of N will improve the accuracy of the power model at the cost of higher complexity. Analyses on the impact of different values of N (both on accuracy and resource) are presented in Section V.
If certain components in the design are not exercised by the training benchmark, they may not be reflected in the power model. We measure the static coverage of the power models to ensure most of the design is covered. Coverage is defined as the proportion of nets that are reachable when propagating from the signals/buses that are chosen for the power models. The fact that a net is covered does not necessarily imply that we have the correct weightings for that net, but if a net not covered, its effect cannot be accounted for in the generated equation. If the resulting coverage of the power model is not satisfactory, the user can add more candidate signals and/or refine the training benchmark to exercise the uncovered area, and then repeat the power modeling for the given module (lines 10-12). Since coverage is generally satisfactory even without refinement, the coverage detector is just a safety net. Section V shows that PrEsto initially reaches high coverage. The total power of the design is estimated as a linear sum of the power models for all modules (line 15).
PrEsto automatically generates fast power models using existing power data either generated by a power simulation of RTL mapped to the appropriate process technology, or measured from real parts. Designers can extrapolate existing power models for designs on new process technologies that reuse existing components. Of course, RTL is not available for every next-generation component. In such cases, one can combine PrEsto power models with other power modeling techniques such as (i) dividing the component into smaller building blocks that have RTL or other power models, (ii) analytical models such as those in Wattch [9] or CACTI [10] or (iii) a combination of the two [11] using such models. The total power can be calculated by a linear sum of power estimates modeled by different modeling approaches.
IV. PRESTO POWER MODELS ON FPGAS
Accurate power models require signal toggle information generated by an accurate simulator. Such simulators are often slow, in the 1Hz-100Hz range for gate-level simulators, and in the 1KHz-100KHz range for behavioral RTL or architectural simulators. However, FPGA-based simulators that run in the 1MIPS-10MIPS range have recently been developed. Although software implementations of PrEsto models are significantly faster than gate-level power estimation (Section V), they were designed to be implemented in FPGA-based simulators, enabling accurate power estimation at 10MIPS and faster. 
A. Integrating with FAST Simulators
We integrated PrEsto models into an FPGA-Accelerated Simulation Technologies (FAST) [1] , [2] simulator prototype to (i) demonstrate that they can be integrated into such simulators, (ii) measure their simulation performance, and (iii) determine the FPGA-resources they require.
A high-level view of a FAST simulator is shown in Figure 2 . FAST simulators are partitioned into a Functional Model (FM) and a Timing Model (TM). The FM executes the functional aspect of a system, including the behavior of the ISA and peripherals, while the TM models the timing aspects of the system. The FM speculatively executes instructions and passes a trace of those instructions, in the order it fetches and executes them, to the TM that uses that trace to predict timing. Any discrepancy between the FM fetch/execute path and the TM-predicted target fetch/execute path (e.g., branch misprediction) is addressed by the FM rolling back and reexecuting under the guidance of the TM. The FM runs efficiently on a microprocessor. The TM is parallelized by running on an FPGA that can efficiently emulate the parallel structures found in modern computer systems. The speculative nature of FAST simulators means the FM and TM can be fairly decoupled while maintaining excellent simulation speed as long as divergence occurs infrequently since rollbacks, and their overhead, only occur when there is divergence.
Since FAST simulators are simulators and not emulators, modules can take multiple FPGA cycles to model a single target cycle. For example, instead of trying to squeeze an eightentry CAM into a single clock cycle, it can be modeled in eight FPGA cycles, reducing TM complexity while enabling high frequencies. By leveraging the multiple FPGA cycle support needed for flexible simulation, more accurate power models than would be possible in a single FPGA cycle can be used.
Also, full emulation approaches can consume a huge amount of FPGA resources. The Intel Atom processor port fills up a Xilinx Virtex-5 LX330 FPGA, even after removing the entire L2 cache [12] , leaving no room for power models. The FAST TM is much more efficient, as a great amount of the functionality can be abstracted away. Thus, FPGAbased simulators are an ideal environment in which to integrate PrEsto power models. figure) takes at most one bus signal (b i ) and two control signals (s j , s k ) as an input. The HD of a bus is calculated by first XORing the previous and current input vectors, then counting the number of ones. The HD is then multiplied by the coefficient when the selected control signals are true. The HD multiplicand is relatively short (only 6 bits for a 32-bit bus), requiring few resources. Multiplication can be done efficiently using the available DSP slices (192 in Virtex-5 LX330 parts) in most modern FPGA devices. If the user needs more multipliers or chooses not to use the dedicated DSP slices, the multiplication can be implemented with shifters and adders using general FPGA resources. The total predicted power is the sum of the terms.
B. Implementing PrEsto on FPGAs

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We applied the PrEsto methodology to two processor implementations. One is the open-source LEON3 [13] core (SPARC V8) using Chartered 130nm standard cell libraries and SRAM compilers. The other is the ARM Cortex-A8 [14] core using TSMC 65nm libraries. The configurations of the cores are shown in Table I . The Cortex-A8 design is roughly 10 times more complex than the LEON3 design. Both designs were synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler. The Cortex-A8 implementation includes the parasitic capacitances extracted after the place-and-route phase. The gate-level power is estimated using Synopsys PrimeTime PX with VCD files generated from full RTL simulation. The PrEsto APMG algorithm uses the gate-level power and signal transitions from the VCD to generate power models. PrEsto APMG is currently implemented using the open-source statistical package R and Python scripts. The PrEsto training benchmark is a single, simple microbenchmark that utilizes various components in the core and executes to completion in 5K∼10K cycles. The training benchmark is run once to generate power models that are then used without any additional training. Figure 4 summarizes the tool flow for generating PrEsto power models.
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The LEON3 and Cortex-A8 cores were divided into 20 and 50 non-leaf modules, respectively, at microarchitecutral component boundaries. A subset of the input/output port signals to each module is considered as candidate signals for the PrEsto auto-generated power models. Although this selection process was done manually, it is easy to enforce RTL designers to annotate rarely used signals/buses to automate the process. There is no need to repeat the process when reusing components whose models have already been generated. We are investigating methods to automate the candidate selection.
To measure the accuracy of the auto-generated PrEsto models, we used selected benchmarks from the MiBench suite [15] for the LEON3 core, and benchmarks from the EEMBC suite [16] for the Cortex-A8 core. We use the same power model generated by running 5K∼10K cycles on a single simple training microbenchmark to predict the power of all benchmarks. For the LEON3 core, one million cycles per benchmark were simulated generating both average power and cycle-by-cycle power estimates. For the Cortex-A8 core, we used five samples of 20K cycles evenly spread out throughout the entire run of each benchmark (100K cycles total measured per benchmark) generating the power estimates 1 . The results were compared against gate-level power estimates generated by Synopsys PrimeTime PX for the same simulated period. Although PrEsto models can predict power very quickly, the slow speed of simulations and prohibitive size of dump files needed to validate the accuracies prevented longer runs.
Power models generated from PrEsto were integrated into a FAST simulator prototype that was augmented to pass data values for use by the power models. The prototype runs on a Nallatech ACP system that consists of a four-socket Intel server system with Intel Xeon 7350 2.93GHz processors, where one or more of the sockets can be populated with ACP modules (with a Xilinx Virtex 5 LX110 base module and two LX330 compute modules) communicating over the 1066MHz FSB at up to 8GB/s. The FAST FM implementation is based on [17] . Figure 5 shows the high-level block diagram of FAST simulators implemented on an ACP platform. The synchronization region is a chunk of memory that the ACP module snoops on and is kept coherent with the processors. In our implementation, four 64B cache-lines (two for reads and two for writes) were used in the synchronization region. These cache lines contain control information such as the head and tail pointers to the circular buffers for traces and statistics, and commands from the TM to the FM. The pointers are lazily updated to avoid cache-line ping-ponging and thus achieve high performance. To efficiently stream out the statistics from the FPGA at runtime, a statistics network was developed.
A. Power Model Accuracies
Figures 6 and 7 show the accuracy of modeling the average power and the cycle-by-cycle power of the LEON3 core and the Cortex-A8 core, respectively. The cycle-by-cycle error is measured as the RMS error of the power at every cycle. The figures show the accuracies when varying the number of terms in the linear models per module (N in Algorithm 1), is shown. The error bars in Figure 7 represent the best and the worst case errors out of the five sampled regions for each benchmark. As expected, more terms result in higher accuracy, subject to diminishing returns after three terms per module for the LEON3 core and ten terms per module for the Cortex-A8 core. For the LEON3 core using three terms per module, the average difference from PrimeTime for the average total processor power is 2.6%, while the average difference in cycle-by-cycle power for the entire processor is 3.9% for the LEON3 core. For Cortex-A8, using ten terms per module results in 1.7% error for average power and 5.8% error for cycle-by-cycle power. However, the Cortex-A8 design is roughly ten times more complex than the LEON3 design, uses a newer technology, and the comparison numbers includes the parasitic capacitances. The worst-case error among the samples is within 10% when using ten terms, implying that high accuracy can be achieved even with resource-efficient power models. Figure 8 shows some cycle-by-cycle power waveforms modeled for the Cortex-A8.
The coverage (defined in Section III) of power models for some key modules were measured by propagating the selected signals through the netlist. Some results are shown in Table II . As expected, array structures have higher coverage than other control modules. Cortex-A8 has slightly lower coverage due to the added complexity. The uncovered nets include debug ports that are normally unused.
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B. Resource Usage of FPGA Implementation
A simple timing model of the LEON3 core was implemented for the Xilinx Virtex-5 LX110 FPGA on the ACP platform. Although the LEON3 core is relatively simple, PrEsto can model arbitrarily complex targets as long as a timing model is available and the FPGA resources permit. More complex designs can be implemented on the LX330s. The PrEsto power models were implemented in Bluespec [18] in a highly parameterizable fashion. Table III shows the number of FPGA resources required for a set of linear models, each with a varying number of terms (N in Algorithm 1). Each term is assumed to include a 32-bit bus as one of the factors. This is conservative as there were an average of 17 bits of signals/buses for the LEON3 and 9 bits of signals/buses for the Cortex-A8, used as factors per term in the linear models. We did not use any DSP slices to implement the multiplications in these results. Had we done so, we would have used fewer general FPGA resrouces. As the results show, each power model takes up very few resources of the FPGA. The percentages of the resources of the Xilinx Virtex-5 LX330 are shown in parentheses.
C. Simulation Performance and Speedup
As mentioned earlier, the TM takes multiple FPGA cycles to model a single target cycle. PrEsto power models currently take seven FPGA cycles to generate a power estimate. This includes two cycles to enqueue a request to the power model request FIFO and dequeue the result from the power model reply FIFO. Our TM currently runs at 133MHz, allowing the power models to simulate around 19M (=133M/7) target cycles per second if the TM is not bottlenecked elsewhere. The power models can be further optimized to take fewer FPGA cycles, but PrEsto power models are not the current bottleneck.
PrEsto integrated with FAST can boot unmodified operating systems, including Linux, and run unmodified applications. The simulation performance of PrEsto while booting Linux and running the SPEC2000 benchmark suite is shown in Figure 9 . On average, PrEsto is able to run at around 7 MIPS which is bottlenecked by the speed of the TM.
Synopsys PrimeTime PX simulates the LEON3 core at 100Hz on an Intel Xeon X3230-based 2.66GHz quad-core with 4GB of memory. Due to the complexity, PrimeTime simulates the ARM Cortex-A8 core at 10Hz. FAST can generate toggle information and pipe it to FPGA-based PrEsto power models at 6.8MIPS, or about around 70,000 times faster than PrimeTime PX for LEON3, assuming a target IPC of 1. Assuming a FAST simulator implementation of Cortex-A8 can also run at 7 MIPS 2 , PrEsto would be 700,000 times faster than PrimeTime PX. Additionally, PrEsto is at least an order of magnitude faster than other architectural power estimation tools including Wattch (hundreds of KIPS) while potentially being more accurate.
VI. MACROMODELING
A. Overview
The power dissipation of some modules are not very linear with respect to only a few signals and thus are not modeled well with linear models. Macromodeling [5] , [19] is a technique specifically designed to model complex irregular structures, such as ALUs, FPUs, instruction scheduling logic, etc., that are traditionally modeled poorly with linear models. These techniques can be adopted into the PrEsto flow in case the linear models do not perform well for such components.
We evaluate FPGA implementations of macromodeling technique described in [5] to model irregular structures. The technique uses input vector statistics including average input signal probability (P in ), average input transition density (D in ) and average input spatial correlation (SC in ). These input vector statistics are more formally defined as the following:
where n is the number of bits in the input vector. P i is the input signal probability, or the probability the input is driven high, and P in is the average input signal probability. D i is the input transition density, or the probability the input switches from cycle to cycle, D in is the average input transition density. SC in is the average input spatial correlation and P{x i = 1, x j = 1} denotes the probability both x i and x j are high simultaneously, where x i and x j are the ith and jth bit in the input vector, respectively. P in , D in and SC in are probabilities, ranging from zero to one. The P in , D in and SC in axes between zero and one are subdivided into intervals of size 0.1 to form a 10×10×10 grid. For each valid grid point in the (P in , D in , SC in ) space, the power estimate is characterized by generating blocks of input vectors such that the average probability, density, and spatial correlation at the primary inputs are equal to P in , D in and SC in , respectively, and obtaining the average power for these input vectors by feeding them through detailed power simulation. We use the Markov chain sequence generator described in [20] to generate these specific blocks of input vectors. The generated power numbers are populated as a look-up table. Power is then estimated by gathering the three statistics at run-time and using them to index into the corresponding entry of the look-up table. The macromodeling technique is slightly changed from the original version [5] in the following ways:
• We modified the macromodels to enable on-the-fly cycleby-cycle power estimation. In the original macromodeling study [5] , which was intended to estimate only average power, the SC in calculation requires knowledge of average input probability that depends on the entire input sequence. We approximate the average input probability by storing and using the results from the previous cycle. SC in is calculated as the average of the SC and n is the number of bits in the input vector.
• In our macromodels, the SC in calculation is approximated by looking up a pre-computed table in FPGA block RAMs that is indexed by the significant bits of P in , instead of actually computing the value. This results in better resource usage at the cost of some loss in accuracy.
B. FPGA Implementation of Macromodels Figure 10 shows the block diagram of the PrEsto macromodel designed for FPGAs. Generating P in and D in is done by counting the number of set bits in a vector. We implemented bit-counting on an FPGA by partitioning the input vector into 32-bit chunks and operating on each chunk in parallel. The processing of a 32-bit chunk can be done in a single 133MHz clock cycle. The results from each chunk are summed up in the next cycle to obtain the total number of bits set. D in is computed using the same logic as HD in linear models. SC in is approximated by looking up a pre-computed table in a Block RAM that is indexed by the significant bits of P in . If each power entry is a 32-bit value and the most significant 3 bits are used to represent each of the three input statistics (P in , D in and SC in ), a 512-entry look-up table could be implemented using only one 18Kb Block RAM per module (2 9 ·32 < 18K). In our hardware prototype, SC 
C. Accuracies of Macromodels
The experiments in Section V were conducted using only linear models. A few small modules (adders, etc.) had slightly higher errors, but did not affect the overall accuracy much. For more complex targets with complex functional units, however, more modules may need macromodels. Thus, to show the accuracies of the proposed macromodeling technique, we conducted separate experiments on the ISCAS-85 benchmark circuits [21] . Synopsys PrimeTime PX with TSMC 0.13µm standard cell libraries was used to gather detailed gate-level power estimation to populate the look-up tables. The accuracies were validated by applying 2000 random input vectors to the macromodels and comparing with the gate-level power estimates for the same vectors.
After the macromodels were generated, random input vectors were used to verify the accuracy of the macromodels. The same randomly-generated vectors were used both for the macromodels and detailed RTL power simulation for comparison. Cycle-by-cycle power was estimated by using only the statistics from the current and previous target cycle. The result of the experiment is depicted in Figure 11 . For average power, there was a 6.5% error, while a 18.1% error was found for the cycle-by-cycle power. Although macromodels have higher errors than linear models, there are no known high-level power estimation methods that achieve significantly better accuracies for such irregular modules.
VII. RELATED WORK
Several FPGA-based power estimation methodologies [22] - [24] have been proposed recently. All are emulation-based, mapping the entire target RTL, along with power models, on FPGAs. [25] uses a software/FPGA co-simulation approach to accommodate larger SoC designs, but the partitioning was at module boundaries assuming infrequent communication between modules. The method would suffer from the communication overhead for tightly-coupled modules such as those found in a typical microprocessor. These emulation-based methods have several disadvantages including (i) the difficulty of porting most full-custom/ASIC designs to FPGAs due to very different structures, and (ii) the difficulty of integrating more accurate power models that take several FPGA cycles into designs implemented assuming a single cycle between pipeline registers.
Many regression-based power estimation methods exist [3] - [7] , but they either do not model cycle-by-cycle power or were not evaluated at the system-level. Most methods are too complex to implement on FPGAs. PrEsto is much simpler than [4] , yet reaches similar accuracies by exploiting knowledge on the RTL design (differentiating signals vs. buses, etc.) Others [26] have proposed using statistical methods to generate power models. PrEsto positions itself between these detailed methods and architectural tools such as Wattch [9] , targeting accelerated system-level power estimation with simpler heuristics and reasonable accuracies, and is evaluated with full processor implementations.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed PrEsto, an accelerated power estimation methodology with automated power model generation. The resulting tool runs significantly faster than other architectural or RTL simulators while maintaining high accuracy even when predicting cycle-by-cycle power. PrEsto models were designed to be easy to incorporate into FPGA-accelerated simulators, enabling them to model complex targets whose RTL could not map onto a single FPGA. We have validated the methodology on modern industry designs. We are studying how to build thermal and leakage models using PrEsto.
PrEsto has a wide range of uses, ranging from RTL designers that may want to evaluate the power impact of alternative designs, to software developers to power-tune their programs. We believe that such simulators could lead to entire computer systems that are systematically designed to have optimized power dissipation.
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